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Abstract: UAVs—unmanned aerial vehicles—facilitate data acquisition at temporal and spatial

scales that still remain unachievable for traditional remote sensing platforms. However, current legal

frameworks that regulate UAVs present significant barriers to research and development. To highlight

the importance, impact, and diversity of UAV regulations, this paper provides an exploratory

investigation of UAV regulations on the global scale. For this, the methodological approach

consists of a research synthesis of UAV regulations, including a thorough literature review and

a comparative analysis of national regulatory frameworks. Similarities and contrasting elements in

the various national UAV regulations are explored including their statuses from the perspectives of

past, present, and future trends. Since the early 2000s, countries have gradually established national

legal frameworks. Although all UAV regulations have one common goal—minimizing the risks

to other airspace users and to both people and property on the ground—the results reveal distinct

variations in all the compared variables. Furthermore, besides the clear presence of legal frameworks,

market forces such as industry design standards and reliable information about UAVs as public goods

are expected to shape future developments.
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1. Introduction

UAVs—unmanned aerial vehicles—are aircraft which are intended to operate without a pilot

on board [1]. Although UAVs have their origins in military contexts, they have also become

valuable for scientific and commercial applications, particularly over the previous decade [2,3].

Various stakeholders and actors, including governmental authorities, commercial operators,

scientific institutions and individuals, make use of UAVs as an affordable data acquisition tool:

they enable mapping at temporal and spatial scales that still remain unachievable for traditional

remote sensing platforms [3–6]. The range of distinct applications spreads through various civil

applications, including high-resolution surface reconstruction in the geosciences [7–10], documentation

of cultural heritage and archaeological sites [11], agriculture and forest change detection [12–16],

support for disaster management [17–19], surveying and mapping [20–25], land administration [26–29]

and wildlife observation [30,31]. In this context, Pajares [32] delivers a detailed review of the broad

spectrum of UAV-based remote sensing applications.

Compared to satellite-based operations or traditional manned photogrammetric surveys,

UAV flight missions provide high operational flexibility in terms of costs, place, platforms, time and

repeatability [3,33–35]. For these reasons, UAVs are seen as highly complementary to traditional remote
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sensing platforms, and as having the potential to replace certain measurements that are conventionally

acquired by satellites, manned aircraft, or by means of direct ground-based surveying. Considering the

economic and functional benefits, a steadily growing market for both commercial manufacturers and

civil applications of UAV is reported [4,36].

However, recent technological improvements and increasing operational capabilities present

certain challenges to flight operators, end users and aviation authorities: especially concerns about

privacy, data protection, and public safety [37]. To minimize the risks of UAV-triggered incidents or

accidents, an increasing number of national and international authorities have introduced legal

provisions that mandate “Go,” “No go” or “How to go” statements that either allow, prohibit or

restrict flight operations. Such regulations significantly impact how, where, and when data can

be captured—and the diffusion of the technology within a national context.

Due to the rapid emergence of this technology, UAV regulations are still embryonic and

a heterogeneity of national rules and varying levels of implementation can be observed [6,38]. The CEO

of the AscTec UAV company stresses that “legislation and policymaking is lagging way behind the

technology” [39]. This lack creates a significant barrier to research and development as scientific

projects are hindered [6], as are both private and public innovation. As a result, market opportunities

and societal gains are not being exploited [40]. Common problems with UAV regulations include flight

approval times [41] and poorly documented administrative processes that limit the desired flexibility

and impede the widespread utilization of the technology. However, some national aviation authorities

and international organizations are already moving to “modernize” the first wave of regulations:

they seek to accommodate user demands and recent technological developments while still aiming to

maintain safe operations.

Motivated by a lack of a sound overview of the recent developments of UAV regulations,

this review article highlights the importance of UAV regulations as one prerequisite that dictates

when, where, under which conditions and by whom data can be captured. Furthermore, it will help to

better understand the impact of UAV regulations for the remote sensing community as this review

unveils practical limitations of UAVs as a remote sensing platform and the need for improved technical

solutions. The goal of this paper is therefore to provide an exploratory investigation of UAV regulations

on the global scale. This includes a global overview and a thorough discussion of main criteria that are

mandated in the regulations. Next, we particularly highlight time as an additional dimension in order

to distinguish past, present and expected future developments.

To this end, and to underline the urgency of the work, the following section presents the

background to contemporary socio-technical perspectives on UAV regulations. Materials and methods,

including the data utilized and analysis techniques applied, are then outlined. The results section

present the status of UAV regulations from the perspective of past, present, and future trends.

Similarities and contrasting elements in various national UAV regulations and their implications

for data acquisition activities are explored. In addition, the work investigates and discusses current

considerations of privacy, data protection and public safety within the legal frameworks for operating

UAVs. In considering the scientific discourse on “law and technology” and the current state of UAV

regulations, possible future trends are outlined. The discussion section aims to place the results into

the context of the state-of-the-art and to show the limitations of the data utilized in the work and of

the applied methods. Finally, conclusions are drawn and directions for future work suggested.

2. State of the Art

Before the section proceeds with important background information, it is necessary to spend a few

lines on the definition of UAVs. Although UAV is the most well-known term in both professional and

non-professional domains, regulatory bodies like the International Civil Aviation Authority (ICAO)

emphasize clear distinctions between UAVs—these are of particular interest for the applicability of

laws and regulations. According to [42], the broad group of UAVs can be distinguished to remotely

piloted aircrafts (RPA) and autonomous aircrafts. Here, the latter refers to UAVs that do not allow
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pilot interventions during the flight and are mainly used in military contexts. The former one refers

to unmanned aircrafts which are remotely controlled by a pilot [42]. RPA are mainly used for civil

applications. Model aircrafts represent a third group and are defined to be solely intended for fun and

recreational purposes. As the ICAO nomenclature is not yet implemented in all countries, different use

of this terminology was observed. However, the following sections only acknowledge regulations,

statements and content that focus on civil applications.

UAV regulations have already been mentioned in various publications—a refined Scopus literature

search found more than 300 publications (conference paper, articles, reviews . . . ) from the year

2000 onwards. However, authors of relevant articles either discuss the topic from the perspective

of one context (e.g., privacy), technical specification (e.g., sense and avoid systems) or cover only

a few countries.

Although the legal provisions are one important part of the preparation phase of UAV data

acquisition flights, most technically or application-oriented articles do not specifically mention the

regulations that were applicable to their data collection flights [6]. Some review articles on UAV

applications discuss UAV legislative frameworks: they present national and international regulatory

bodies and give short introductions to risk-based approaches, UAV safety level classifications and

current efforts of international organisations to harmonize UAV legislation [3,4,13]). However,

the works provide only brief overviews and remain highly generalized. In this context, the regulations

of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA—US) are exceptional and need to be emphasized in

particular as they are subject to dedicated research articles [6,41]. Rango and Laliberte [41] stress

the impact of regulations for UAV operations in the US and highlight safety procedures that need

to be followed. They further indicate a desired future situation that mainly concerns beyond visual

line-of-sight (BVLOS) flights and simplified administration procedures. In a comparison of six different

national regulations, Morales et al. [43] evaluated different options for Colombian regulations.

In contrast to technically or application-oriented articles, scientific publications with

social-technical background are mainly focussed on societal aspects. Here, the discourse of UAV

regulations includes public safety and liability in case of an accident, societal benefits and stakeholders

in international regulatory bodies such as the European Commission [40], rule-guided risks and

opportunities of UAV [44], ethical tolerability [45], and effects upon privacy and other civil liberties [46].

The latter mentioned authors further used self-reported material of representatives of different drone

sectors (including civil aviation authorities and data protection authorities) to study perspectives

on privacy, data protection and ethical aspects [47]. They detected “[ . . . ] significant gaps in the

industry’s knowledge about their privacy, data protection and ethical obligations under European and

national laws” and that the legislation regarding these concerns lacks tremendously [47]. Interestingly,

Boucher [40] showed another example of non-compliance. The authors conclude that the strategies to

manage public acceptance in the European roadmap [48]) do not conform with the European concept

of responsible research and innovation [49]. Furthermore, in a series of four scientific papers, R. Clarke

identified risks and drawbacks of the utilization of UAV. Among others, he particularly raises the topic

of air safety laws and summarizes national as well as international legislation as incomplete due to

“[ . . . ] inadequate and very slowly-adaptive formal regulation” [50].

The literature review reveals that although the methodologies of application-oriented articles

differ from those with socio-technical backgrounds, the subject of interest is in many cases the

same—e.g., FAA regulations. However, very few cross-citations from one domain to the other

were noted.

Currently, lobby groups including UVS International are pushing towards regulatory standards

and harmonization. International roadmaps as in Europe [48] anticipate a bright future with full

integration of civil UAV into national aviation systems. In contrast to these prospects, lawyers and

social scientists emphasize privacy, data protection and public safety concerns and identify major

gaps in current regulatory frameworks. At the same time, emerging and fast developing technologies

such as UAV often involve legal problems [51] due to inflexibility and slow adaptation processes of
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formal laws. The different evidence, perspectives, and visions of scholars and various stakeholders

alike—let alone (sometimes inappropriate) media reports—make it hard to draw a clear picture of past

developments, current status and future trends of UAV regulations. Thus far—to the best of the authors’

knowledge—no scientific publication comprehensively undertakes an analysis of different statuses

of UAV regulations. In response, this article seeks to develop a holistic perspective by synthesizing

approaches, concepts and ideals gained from a comprehensive analysis of civil UAV regulatory

frameworks and recent scientific literature from the fields of law, innovation, and technology.

3. Data Sources and Methods

The overall methodology encompasses a research synthesis of multiple data sources that are

related to UAV governance, legislation, and regulatory frameworks. In general, a research synthesis

uses existing facts and multiple sources to make generalizations about the topic of research [52] and

thus fits the aim of providing a comprehensive overview of UAV regulations and their implications for

flight operations. The first methodological pillar of the research synthesis is a comparative analysis

of the various documents that regulate UAV operations. This analysis embraces national regulatory

frameworks, international principles and guidelines, which are analysed in a comparative manner.

Facilitated by a range of variables, a point-by-point comparison allows for both quantitative and

qualitative analysis. The variables are assigned to a set of six criteria that consider the main aspects

of UAV regulations. Criteria and respective variables were derived following a heuristic approach

based on an iterative review process of legal frameworks for the use of UAVs. Hence, the findings

provide an overview of the characteristics of both past and present UAV regulatory approaches and

enable predictions of future trends. In addition, a review of the scientific literature that focusses on the

relationship between law, innovation, and technology constitutes the second pillar of the methods for

this research synthesis. The literature is reviewed from the point of view of legal considerations of UAV

regulations and lessons learned from other “problems with ‘technology’ as a regulatory target” [53].

Outcomes will provide further inputs for the prediction of possible future trends. The framework for

this analysis is outlined in Figure 1.

 

Figure 1. Schematic overview of research framework and process flows—including data, analysis

and results.
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3.1. Database

To ensure an objective and reproducible database, the search strategy and selection criteria

need to be explicitly outlined. The first step of the search strategy targets national UAV regulations

and involves a comprehensive online-search. Due to local language constraints, an online-search of

regulatory documents country by country would be impractical for this project. Thus, internet sources

of relevant international UAV organizations are reviewed for precompiled lists and overviews. Table 1

presents a list of known sources that provide links to national UAV regulations and briefly outlines

their content. Please note that this online search was conducted in October 2016 and therefore does not

consider later publications.

Table 1. Overview of online accessible lists and overviews of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)

regulations (status October 2016).

Internet Presence Content

http://www.eurocontrol.int/articles/national-rpas-
regulations [54]

EUROCONTROL: List 23 different national UAV regulations
and provide links to respective documents.

http://jarus-rpas.org/regulations [55]
Joint Authorities for Regulation of Unmanned Systems
(JARUS): List 24 different national UAV regulations and
provide a comparison of 26 countries.

https://droneregulations.info/index.html [56] Collaborative wiki: Global UAV Regulations Database.

http://uvs-info.com/index.php/european-matters/
regulation-monitor-europe/european-matters-
regulation-monitor-europe-open-access [57]

UVS International: Regulation monitor for UAV regulations in
Europe (status: 17 March 2014), access to other documents is
restricted and necessitates user registration.

http://dronerules.eu/en/ [58]

Homepage is co-funded by the European Union:
The organizers aim for an online interface for national
regulatory profiles in EU member states and Norway and
Switzerland (planned for January 2017).

Due to the rapid emergence of and ongoing changes to UAV regulations, none of the collections

provides a reliable, complete and coherent picture of the worldwide situation. Links, documents and

information are either outdated, incomplete or still in development and therefore not yet released.

Thus, this article used all links available from these platforms for a global overview of UAV regulations.

Based on this information, a sub-sampling of regulations for a deep and detailed comparative analysis

was realised. Consequently, the representative sample of a total of 19 regulations aims to cover all

continents—and a diverse range of legal systems, economic development levels, and geographical

environments. Furthermore, various times of first release were acknowledged in order to identify both

pioneers and followers.

Documents with an international context set out various principles, guidelines, codes of conduct

and roadmaps. Oral communications and references from the grey literature provided an additional

valuable source of information.

3.2. Methods

A comparative analysis is a very general research method [59]: it compares two or more cases

and thus puts a particular sample of cases into a relation. The rationale behind a comparative

analysis in the context of UAV regulations is to aim for a narrative of developments, commonalities,

and differences in various regulatory documents. To achieve a quantitative point-by-point analysis,

rather than a qualitative case-by-case comparison [60], measurable variables need to be determined.

Twenty variables were distilled in a heuristic approach by an iterative review and comparison of UAV

regulations. In our case, all variables are dichotomous [61] and can show one of two characteristics:

addressed or not addressed by respective UAV regulations. In addition to this, the analysis includes

descriptive information of the majority of variables in order to improve their significance and to

highlight the qualitative variations among certain characteristics.

http://www.eurocontrol.int/articles/national-rpas-regulations
http://www.eurocontrol.int/articles/national-rpas-regulations
http://jarus-rpas.org/regulations
https://droneregulations.info/index.html
http://uvs-info.com/index.php/european-matters/regulation-monitor-europe/european-matters-regulation-monitor-europe-open-access
http://uvs-info.com/index.php/european-matters/regulation-monitor-europe/european-matters-regulation-monitor-europe-open-access
http://uvs-info.com/index.php/european-matters/regulation-monitor-europe/european-matters-regulation-monitor-europe-open-access
http://dronerules.eu/en/
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As shown in Table 2, six main criteria and respective variables were chosen. (1) Applicability refers

to the scope of respective regulations. In this group, the first two variables distinguish the applicability

of regulations to model aircraft (MA) or UAVs. Furthermore, applicable classifications and weight limits

are addressed by the latter two variables. (2) Technical prerequisites acknowledge essential instruments

that are mandated. Referring to current technological developments, collision avoidance capabilities

are treated as an individual variable. (3) Operational limitations cover restrictions for the flight itself and

include the following variables: distances to airports/airstrips and to people, limitations to operating

over congested areas, acknowledgement of prohibited areas, additional limitations, maximum flying

height, and limitations regarding the visibility of the UAV. (4) Administrative procedures refer to visits

to authorities as well as required documents and services. In this context, the application procedure,

the need for registration and the required level of insurance cover are separate variables. (5) Human

resource requirements encompass the piloting skills mandated. (6) Implementation of ethical constraints

refers to the inclusion of or references to respective privacy and data protection regulations.

Table 2. Overview of criteria and variables of the comparative analysis.

Criteria Variable(s)

Applicability
Applicable for model aircrafts (MA), applicable for UAVs, classification,
weight limits

Technical requirements Required instruments, required level of sense and avoid mechanism

Operational limitations
Distance to airports/strips, limitations to fly over people, limitations over
congested areas, prohibited areas, additional limitations, maximal flying
height, visual line-of-sight, beyond visual line-of-sight

Administrative procedures
Application procedure and operational certificate, need for registration,
need for insurance

Human resource requirements Qualification of pilots

Implementation of ethical constraints
Indication of requirements for data protection, Indication of requirements
for privacy

This comparison builds the base of the discourse regarding pioneering countries and the

identification of possible trends. The outcomes will be reflected towards current mandates of

international organizations and lobby groups.

4. Analysis

As UAVs are a new object in the airspace they pose a potential risk to other airspace users as

well as to third parties on the ground. Therefore, a growing number of countries are establishing

regulations in order to minimize this risk. The results reveal that UAV regulations are subject to

national legislation and focus upon three key aspects: (1) targeting the regulated use of airspace by

UAVs as they pose a serious danger for manned aircrafts; (2) setting operational limitations in order

to assure appropriate flights; and (3) tackling administrative procedures of flight permissions, pilot

licenses and data collection authorization.

As presented in Figure 2, the global overview of UAV regulations as per October 2016 reveals that

nearly one-third of all countries have respective regulatory documents in place. Approximately half of

all countries do not provide any information regarding the use of UAVs for civil applications. However,

this does not imply that flights are per se prohibited or allowed. Announcements for pending UAV

regulations were found in 15 countries. On this, some countries (e.g., Kenya) already published draft

versions and the official legal framework is expected in 2017. In Cuba, Egypt and Uzbekistan, UAVs are

officially banned which prohibits the use of this platform. In 13 cases, the information of relevant

precompiled lists could not be validated and no documents were found that prove the existence of

particular regulations.
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The next subsections briefly cover past developments and highlight present states of application

both in national and international contexts. Identified trends and challenges for the future are part of

the discussion.

 

Figure 2. Global overview of current status of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) regulations on

a country-level resolution (status: October 2016).

4.1. Past

The history of UAV regulations dates back to manned aviation and the emergence of airplanes

during World War II. In 1944, the international community established the first globally acknowledged

aviation principles—the Chicago Convention. Besides the main focus on requirements for safe and

secure flights in manned aviation, one article addresses pilotless aircrafts and highlights the need for

special authorization of UAV operations.

“No aircraft capable of being flown without a pilot shall be flown without a pilot over the territory of

a contracting State without special authorization by that State and in accordance with the terms

of such authorization. Each contracting State undertakes to ensure that the flight of such aircraft

without a pilot in regions open to civil aircraft shall be controlled as to obviate danger to civil

aircraft.”—Article 8 [62].

Due to the early developments of UAVs in the form of manipulated model aircrafts [5],

UAV operations were usually conducted under respective regulations for model aircrafts [41]. In the

2000s—after years of technological research and innovation—UAVs developed into a commercially

workable system. Hence, in 2006, the ICAO identified and declared the need for international

harmonized terms and principles of the civil use of UAVs [42]. At this time, five countries had

already established and enacted UAV regulations (see Figures 3 and 4). UK and Australia were the

first nations that promulgated regulations in 2002. Several countries followed; however, even by 2012

the propagation of national UAV regulations remained very limited. From 2012 onwards, this trend

changed and an increasing number of countries established national UAV regulations: between 2012

and 2015/2016 more than 80% of the 65 countries with national regulations enacted them.

Generally speaking, national UAV regulations were established in reaction to the growing UAV

industry and the identified need to regulate the emerging technology for public safety. In several cases,

countries further promulgated regulations as a response to high-profile incidents, as witnessed in Japan.

Here, UAVs were originally widely operated without a sophisticated regulatory framework. However,

an incident where a UAV that carried radioactive soils and intentionally landed on the rooftop of the

Prime Minister’s office triggered the discussion and the subsequent revision and amendment of the

Japanese Aviation Act [63].
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Figure 3. Temporal overview of first releases of UAV regulations on country level resolution (* status:

October 2016).

 

Figure 4. Global distribution of first releases of UAV regulations on country level resolution (status:

October 2016).

Besides national efforts to introduce UAV regulations, international organizations took initiatives

in parallel. In 2002, the Joint Aviation Authorities (JAA) and European Organization for the Safety of Air

Navigation (EUROCONTROL) jointly established a UAV Task Force aimed at safely integrating UAVs

into European Airspace through the setting out of a guiding concept for civil UAV regulations [64].

As a successor of the JAA, the European Safety Aviation Authority (EASA) further pursued this mission

from 2008 onwards. Various documents for the development of one European policy on UAVs were

published. In 2012, the European Commission set up the European RPAS steering group (ERSG)—a

gathering of organizations and experts in this field. ERSG received the mandate to create a roadmap

for integration of civil UAVs into the European aviation system [48].

Next to the regional context of Europe, global interest groups and professional organizations such

as the Joint Authorities for Rulemaking on Unmanned Systems (JARUS)—a special UAV study group

of ICAO—evolved as well. Following a brief description of these international organizations, the most

relevant documents are outlined in the next subsection.

4.2. Present

4.2.1. International Context

The ICAO is an international actor that serves as a collaboration and communication platform for

national civil aviation authorities. They are concerned with fundamental regulatory frameworks at

a global scale and provide information material, Standards and Recommended Practices with Supporting
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Procedures for Air Navigation Services [1]. In 2016, ICAO published an online toolkit that delivers general

guidance for regulators and operators. The same organization further issued recommendations to the

safe integration of UAVs into controlled airspace. At this, UAVs are “( . . . ) envisioned to be an equal

partner in the civil aviation system [that are] able to interact with air traffic control and other aircraft

on a real-time basis” [42]. As this manual particularly focuses on a global harmonization of UAVs in air

traffic-controlled environments, lower priority is granted to visual line-of-sight (VLOS) operations [42].

JARUS is a group of 49 national authorities (12/2016) and experts. Founded in 2012,

this international actor aims for harmonized standards and provides guidance material to support and

facilitate the creation of national UAV regulations. In particular, they recommend operational, safety

and technical regulations that notably focus on UAVs that weigh less than 150 kg. Amongst others,

current publications include detailed recommendations for light unmanned rotorcraft systems [65],

requirements for C2 command and control link [66] and recommendations for personnel licensing [67].

Ongoing work concerns design objectives for detect and avoid systems and operational categorizations.

Besides global acting organizations, diverse stakeholders in the European Union are discussing

developments and principles for future regulatory frameworks of UAVs. One important step includes

the publication of the Riga Declaration on Remotely Piloted Aircrafts [68] in 2015. This declaration

highlights five main principles that should guide the regulatory framework in Europe: (1) Drones

need to be treated as new types of aircraft with proportionate rules based on the risk of each operation;

(2) EU rules for the safe provision of drone services need to be developed now; (3) Technologies and

standards need to be developed for the full integration of drones in the European airspace; (4) Public

acceptance is key to the growth of drone service; (5) The operator of a drone is responsible for its

use [68].

EASA further developed proposals for common rules for UAV operations [69–71]. The concept of

the proposed regulatory framework is based on a proportional and operation-centric approach that focusses

on the way and conditions of the operation rather than just on the characteristics of the UAV (i.e.,

weight) [71]. These actions are accompanied and guided by the European Roadmap for the Integration

of Civil Remotely—Piloted Aircraft Systems into the European Aviation System. Published in 2013,

this document identifies different levels of harmonization and integration that are addressed with

an incremental approach. Furthermore, the roadmap includes three annexes with clear work plans for

regulatory improvements, foreseeable research and development contributions and a study on the

societal impacts of UAV applications [48].

Next to governmental efforts on national and international levels, UAViators—Humanitarian

UAV Network refers to a worldwide initiative with more than 2500 members. Besides other tasks,

the initiative developed clear standards for the responsible use of UAVs. Documents and databases

are the result of collaborative action of active members. Their code of conduct [72] was drafted in

an open consultative process where UAViators members, UAV experts and global acting organizations

were involved.

4.2.2. National Context

The detailed comparative analysis reveals a clear heterogeneity of national UAV regulations.

Except for the variable that addresses VLOS and the lateral distance of the pilot, none of the remaining

19 variables shows any widespread accordance across all cases. However, clusters and similarities

between countries become visible as well. The following paragraphs provide a summary of each

criterion, highlighting generalities and particularities before certain country-specific contexts and

constellations are shown. Evidence is taken from Table 3.
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Table 3. Comparative analysis of 19 national UAV regulations. Light grey cells indicate that the variable is addressed by the UAV regulations. Dark grey cells indicate

that the variable is not addressed by the UAV regulations. Additional text outlines further details if applicable.

Applicability Technical Requirements Operational Limitations (Distances) Administrative Procedures
Human

Resources
Ethical Constraints

Country
Issued and/or
Last Updated
[Reference]

Applicable
for

MA/UAVs

Classification
(Weight,
Purpose,

Area,
Visibility)

Weight
Limits (Max)

Special
Technical

Requirements

Collision
Avoidance
Capability

Airports/
Strip

People
Congested

Areas
Prohibited

Areas
Additional

Max
Height

VLOS/Lateral
Distance

BVLOS

Application
and

Operational
Certificate

Need for
Registration

Insurance
Qualification
of Pilots

Data
Protection

Privacy

United
Kingdom

05/2002
03/2015 [73]

MA/UAV W, P 7/20/150 kg
for special
operations

50 m 150 m N/A 122 m
500 m,
EVLOS
possible

need for
special

approval

various
approval

requirements
for different

flight
operations

N/A N/A
pilot

competency

refer to
Data

Protection
Act, CCTV

Code of
Practice

advice to
respect

personal
privacy

Australia
07/2002

09/2016 [74]
MA/UAV W, P 2/25/150 kg N/A N/A 5.5 km 30 m

emergency
situation

120 m
need for
special

approval
>2/25 kg N/A recommended

license > 2
kg

advice to respect
personal privacy

Malaysia
02/2008 [75]

no distinction W, P 20 kg
Request equivalent level of
compliance with rules for

manned aircraft
N/A N/A N/A N/A 122 m

if ATC
capable

flight
authorization

and
airworthiness
certification

>20 kg
license for
pilot and

commander

UAV operation shall
comply with civil

requirements

United States
08/2008

06/2016 [76]
MA/UAV W, P

0,25/25/150
kg

N/A N/A 8 km N/A N/A 122 m
EVLOS
possible

need for
special

approval
>25 kg

registration
number

depending on
purpose

certificate N/A
refer to
related

laws
Canada 2010
05/2015 [77]

MA/UAV W, P 2/25 kg N/A >25 kg 9 km
150
m

forest fires 90 m N/A >25 kg N/A
depending on

weight
pilot

competency
advice to respect
personal privacy

France 2012
12/2015 [78]

MA/UAV W, A, V 2/8/150 kg >2 kg

in
populated
areas and
BVLOS

not
over
crowds

N/A
emergency
situation

150 m
100 m/200
m/EVLOS

for specific
operation

procedures

depending
on flight
scenario

depending
on flight
scenario

Commercial
use: ask

for
permission
to use data

advice to
respect

personal
privacy

The
Netherlands

2012
07/2016 [79]

MA/UAV W, P
1/4/25/150

kg
N/A N/A

no fly
zones

50 m
moving

cars
120 m 100/500 m N/A

operational
certificate

license
refer to related

regulations

Germany
12/2013

07/2016 [80]
UAV W 10/25 kg >10 kg

May help
to get

BVLOS
permission

not
over
crowds

N/A
emergency
situation

100 m
need for
special

approval

general
permission,

single
operational
approval for
>10–25 kg

N/A
pilot

competency

emphasize that actions
might be subject to other

laws

Italy 12/2013
12/2015 [81]

UAV W, A 2/25/150 kg
For critical

flights
N/A 5 km 50 m 150 m N/A 150 m

500
m/EVLOS

in
segregated

airspace

for critical
operations

and/or >25 kg

plate and
electronic

ID

0–25 kg
certificate,

>25 kg
license

refer to
Italian
Data

Protection
Code

N/A

Austria
01/2014

08/2015 [82]

no distinction
and if >500 m

from pilot
W, A 5/25/150 kg

depending
on scenario

depending
on

scenario

not
over
crowds

N/A N/A 150 m
need for
special

approval

general
permission,

single
approval for

risky
operations

registration
needed

depending
on

scenario
N/A N/A
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Table 3. Cont.

Applicability Technical Requirements Operational Limitations (Distances) Administrative Procedures
Human

Resources
Ethical Constraints

Country
Issued and/or
Last Updated
[Reference]

Applicable
for

MA/UAVs

Classification
(Weight,
Purpose,

Area,
Visibility)

Weight
Limits (Max)

Special
Technical

Requirements

Collision
Avoidance
Capability

Airports/
Strip

People
Congested

Areas
Prohibited

Areas
Additional

Max
Height

VLOS/Lateral
Distance

BVLOS

Application
and

Operational
Certificate

Need for
Registration

Insurance
Qualification
of Pilots

Data
Protection

Privacy

Spain
10/2014 [83]

MA/UAV W 2/25/150 kg N/A N/A 8/15 km
not

over
groups

N/A 120 m
500 m for
2–25 kg

0–2 kg or
special

approval

flight
authorization,

NOTAM
notification

registration
and ID
plate

0–25 kg
certificate,

>25 kg
license

N/A N/A

Azerbaijan
01/2015 [84]

no distinction W 20/150 kg N/A for BVLOS 50 m 150 m N/A 122 m
in

segregated
airspace

for critical
operations

and/or >20 kg
>20 kg

pilot
competency

N/A N/A

Chile
04/2015 [85]

no distinction W 6 kg
many special

demands
N/A 2 km 30 m N/A <60 min 130 m 500 m N/A

flight
authorization

N/A license N/A N/A

Colombia
07/2015 [86]

W 25 kg
many special

demands
N/A 5 km

intern.
border

152 m 750 m N/A
flight

authorization
license

not allowed to violate
the rights of privacy

South Africa
09/2015 [87]

N/A W, V 7/20 kg N/A 10 km 50 m N/A 122 m
EVLOS
possible

need for
special

approval

air service
license, letter
of approval

and operation
certificate

registration
marks

license N/A N/A

Japan
12/2015 [88]

no distinction
and if heavier

than 200 g
N/A N/A N/A N/A

no fly
zone

30 m N/A 150 m N/A
for restricted

areas
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Nigeria
12/2015 [89]

no distinction N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
special

authorization
N/A

flight
authorization

N/A N/A
manned
aircraft
license

license N/A

Rwanda
05/2016 [90]

not for toy
aircraft

N/A 25 kg N/A N/A 10 km 50 m N/A 100 m 300 m

flight
authorization,

operational
certificate

registration
marks

license

respect privacy of others,
surveillance of people
and property without

their consent is
prohibited

China
09/2016 [91]

no distinction N/A 7 kg N/A N/A
10 km to

other
aircrafts

N/A N/A

flight
authorization

and
operational
certificate

registration N/A certification N/A N/A
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Applicability

In general, UAV regulations only apply for certain scenarios of civil UAVs that are classified and

limited by the weight of the UAV and/or the area, operational range or purpose of its utilization.

As a matter of the objective of this research, all regulations are applicable for UAVs that are used for

commercial purposes. Most of the countries define commercial flight operations as flights for purposes

others than just for the flight itself. Here, a mounted camera can already indicate commercial use

(e.g., Austria). However, 15 countries also include the regulations of UAVs for fun and recreational

purposes whereof more than half of the countries do not distinguish any purpose and thus include

both uses. Only four countries explicitly exclude UAVs for non-commercial uses. This initial definition

of the applicability is further reflected in different safety levels for respective uses. The same applies

for another classification criteria: weight. All countries except of Japan, China, Rwanda and Nigeria

have a classification scheme according to the weight and thus follow the basic concept of a risk-based

approach—the higher the associated risk (i.e., weight) the stricter the flight conditions.

Regarding weight limitations, only two countries—U.S. and Japan—introduce a minimum

threshold: 250 g and 200 g, respectively. All drones that are lighter than the threshold are not

subject to the regulations. In contrast, almost all countries incorporate a maximum take-off mass

(MTOW)—indicated in italics in Table 3. At this, UAVs that are heavier than 150 kg are usually not

regulated by national aviation authorities but by international bodies like EASA in Europe; this group

of UAVs is usually regulated in a similar way as manned aircrafts [69]. However, the MTOW is not

consistent in all cases. Here, China and Chile are extreme cases that allow comparatively low MTOWs.

Other predominant weight thresholds refer to 20/25 kg and ≤10 kg. The presence of weight classes

allows for multi-layered regulations that are adopted to the associated risk. This approach allows for

further differentiations regarding administrative procedures and requirements for pilot qualifications.

Next to the classification according to the weight, Austria, France and Italy include the area of the

intended flight as a second criterion. As a consequence, these countries create different scenarios that

are compiled in a more complex risk-matrix (cf. Austria). France and South Africa also incorporate

visibility in their scheme. Consequently, beyond visual line-of-sight flights are already considered as

one flight scenario.

Technical Prerequisites

Besides general recommendations for pre-flight checks of all technical functionalities, 12 out of

19 countries mention special technical instruments as prerequisites for UAV operations. Here, the Latin

American representatives Chile and Colombia stand out for very extensive and concrete requirements

that encompass the material of the blades, the GNSS device, command and control requirements,

and the autopilot and recovery capabilities, just to name a few. In contrast, the remaining ten countries

mainly demand special technical arrangements if the flight operation is classified as risky by either

exceeding a certain MTOW and/or being operated in populated areas. In six cases, main requirements

concern the command and control system and special failure and safety instruments like parachutes

that are able to safely terminate the flight in emergency situations like malfunction or loss of command

and control links (e.g., in France and Italy).

In addition to general requirements, collision avoidance capabilities were chosen as a separate

variable as it is currently widely discussed for the safe integration of UAVs into national airspace

systems [92]. In manned aircraft aviation the pilot observes whether other users of the airspace are on

a collision path and adjusts the airplane and flight if necessary. As UAVs are operated without any

pilot on board, the ‘see and avoid’ concept of manned aircrafts can no longer be fulfilled. Especially in

cases where UAVs are operated beyond visual line-of-sight (BVLOS), substitutes like special technical

instruments may become necessary in order to achieve an equivalent level of safety. In this comparative

analysis, only seven cases particularly mention sense and avoid, see and avoid or detect and avoid

requirements, respectively. However, these mandates are only applicable in particular operational

conditions like flights in controlled airspace (UK), BVLOS (France) or UAV operations above a certain
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MTOW (Canada). In all cases, respective requirements remain very general. The U.S. further outlines

the reasoning behind not incorporating any collision avoidance requirements into their regulations as

the technology is still in its early stage and none of the instruments has an airworthiness certification

so far [93].

Operational Limitations

Operational limitations are the main criteria of most UAV regulations and refer to restrictions

of the UAV flight. Apart from Nigeria, all countries have defined horizontal distances to people

and property, or so-called no-fly zones, which need to be taken into account. The most prominent

example of such a no-fly zone is the surrounding of aerodromes, airports and airstrips. As UAVs pose

a serious risk for manned aircrafts, they are usually not allowed to fly in controlled airspace and thus

in the proximity of places where manned aircrafts land or take off—special authorization might be

possible on a case-by-case basis. Besides the prohibition to operate UAVs in controlled airspace, some

countries define additional no-fly zones that can be retrieved from online map services (e.g., Japan,

the Netherlands). Another important operational limitation states a safe distance to people, property

and vessels that are not associated with the UAV flight itself. Here, ten countries specifically mention

minimum lateral distances in the range of 30 m to 150 m to people. Six countries raise a general

prohibition to fly in the vicinity of people and/or crowds of people. The remaining countries, Nigeria,

China and Malaysia, do not discuss operational limitations related to people.

One hierarchal level higher than prohibitions to fly over people refers to flight regulations

over congested areas such as towns, cities and roads. Here, 12 countries prohibit UAV flights

over these areas—some even include a minimum distance needing to be kept. However, terms

like congested areas as well as crowds of people remain vague and expressions are rarely defined.

In contrast, the extent of restricted areas is very sharp and includes UAV flights over jails, military areas,

industrial buildings, nuclear power plants, hospitals, and/or governmental buildings, respectively.

All cases, except in Malaysia and Nigeria, incorporate these kinds of prohibited areas into their legal

framework. In addition to permanent restricted areas, emergency situations like operations of the

police or fire brigades might be subject to temporal UAV flight restrictions (e.g., Australia, Germany).

More exceptional operational limitations refer to a maximum flight time of 60 min (Chile), a restricted

distance of 9.2 km towards all international borders (Colombia), or a specified distance of 10 km to any

other aircraft (China).

Besides flight restrictions due to the location of the UAV operation, general limitations refer to

a maximum height level and horizontal distances in terms of visibility and range. Regarding the height

level, all cases apart from China and Nigeria allow only low-altitude flights and define a maximum

flying height within the range of minimum 90 m (Canada) to maximum 152 m (Colombia) above

ground level. These particular heights can be explained by the fact that UAV regulations currently

aim to separate manned aircrafts and UAVs—and thus allow UAV flights only below the minimum

safe altitude for aircrafts. Besides international recommendations by ICAO, the value for minimum

safety altitude changes in different national contexts, e.g., the U.S., defines non-congested areas as up

to 500 feet (152 m) AGL (Federal Aviation Regulations, Sec. 91.119). Regarding the horizontal distance

of UAVs to the pilot, regulatory bodies usually distinguish between two ranges: VLOS and BVLOS

(see Figure 5). All cases of the comparative analysis allow UAV flights in VLOS. In VLOS conditions,

the pilot must be able to maintain direct unaided visual contact to the UAV [42]. In addition to this

definition, eight countries designate maximum horizontal distances that range from minimum 100 m

in France to maximum 750 m in Colombia. The required distance bounds a vague interpretation of

the term VLOS. Some cases further include extended visual line-of-sight (EVLOS) operations. Here,

the pilot uses an additional observer or remote pilots to keep the visual contact to the UAV (cf. Figure 5).

The US, UK, Italy, Spain and South Africa particularly mention the possibility of EVLOS operations

within their UAV regulations. Furthermore, 13 out of 19 countries basically allow BVLOS flights.
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However—apart from Spain, France and Nigeria—BVLOS flights are outside the scope of the UAV

regulations as such and thus require either special flight conditions or exceptional approvals.

 

Figure 5. Schematic distinction between UAV flight ranges—visual line-of-sight (VLOS), extended

visual line-of-sight (EVLOS) and beyond visual line-of-sight (BVLOS), based on [87].

Administrative Procedures

The criteria of administrative procedures distinguishes variables according to the application

process, the need for UAV registration and the need for insurance coverage. Here, a marked

heterogeneity can be observed. In general, the amount of effort to apply for flight permission depends

on the complexity of the UAV operations. Due to the initial classification of different UAV operation

scenarios, nearly all application procedures are multi-layered, and various strategies have to be

followed in different contexts. To provide a comparable basis, the following results are grounded

on best-case scenarios where the UAV flight meets all operational prerequisites and does not fall

under special approval conditions—if not mentioned otherwise. Pursuant to this assumption, huge

differences become visible: some countries do not envisage any application procedures for UAV

operations below a certain MTOW—neither for the registration of the platform nor for a flight approval.

In contrast, others follow a single-case flight authorization approach that entails a new application for

each flight operation. Australia, Italy and Canada do not require a formal flight application if the UAV

does not exceed a MTOW of 25 kg. Others demand applications if the flight is intended to happen

in areas that do not conform to standard operational procedures (Japan, France, UK). Light UAVs in

Austria and Germany are subject to a general permission which is granted for a specified timeframe.

In six cases, UAV flight permissions encompass single-case application procedures.

In addition to official and formal flight permission procedures at respective national aviation

authorities, notifications and local flight approvals are common praxis for the majority of cases. Based

on the regulatory texts, the approval and notification procedure follows four main purposes: (1) to

acknowledge specific local operational restriction; (2) to impede conflicts of airspace users; (3) to

avoid concerns and interruptions from the public; and (4) to allow surveillance of the intended UAV

flight. Furthermore, declarations of compliance to applicable sections in the UAV regulations can

also be mandatory before flight permission is granted (e.g., Italy, Spain, UK). If the flight will be

(partly) executed in controlled airspace, a notification to the air traffic control service is compulsory

in all cases that are compared. At this, Spain stands out as a special case: all commercial UAV flights

involve a special notification to airman (NOTAM) regardless of whether the UAV enters controlled or

non-controlled airspace.

Besides the notification to other airspace users, announcements to the local police as well as the

approval by the land owner where the UAV is about to take-off and land are obligatory (e.g., Germany).
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At this point, search and rescue operations by fire brigades or UAV operations of governmental

institutions are usually exempt from these formal application procedures.

Next to the application procedure, eleven cases require a registration for any kind of commercial

flight operation. Here, the registration either involves a registration number, markings, or an electronic

ID plate (e.g., Italy). Aviation authorities in Malaysia and Azerbaijan require a registration only if the

weight of the UAV exceeds 20 kg. Six cases do not embrace any registration process.

Insurance obligations are further considered within the majority of UAV regulations of this

analysis. An insurance basically addresses the subject of a clear liability regime that is able to sufficiently

compensate for any harm or damage caused by the flight operation [40]. However, in six out of 19 UAV

regulations, an adequate insurance policy is not treated as a compulsory requirement for UAV flights.

Human Resource Requirements

Besides the UAV itself, many regulations include demands upon the UAV pilot. Here, practical

training, theoretical knowledge tests, aeronautical tests, and medical assessments encompass the most

common requirements. Just as with application procedures, the level of required pilot skills usually

depends on the complexity and the risk of the flight mission. So far, Japan does not mention any pilot

needs and Azerbaijan, UK and Germany only request a basic confirmation of the competencies of

the UAV pilot. Besides this, the majority of the cases either demand a pilot certification or a license.

The main difference between both is grounded in the amount of training that is attached to the

issuance of the degree (cf. Italy). A certificate is usually granted by intermediaries like authorized

training centres or UAV manufacturers and entails a basic practical and theoretical training of the pilot.

In contrast, the procedure to obtain a UAV pilot license generally involves an assessment of aeronautical

background knowledge, practical examinations and medical tests. A pilot license is usually issued by

national aviation authorities. However, a sharp distinction between both pilot qualifications is not

possible and some countries choose “middle ways” and refer either to certificates or licenses. In this

comparison, Malaysia and Nigeria are exceptional cases. A UAV operation in Malaysia requires two

persons—a pilot and a commander. Both shall hold a valid pilot license. In Nigeria, the UAV pilot

needs to be licensed to operate manned aircrafts in order to be authorized to execute UAV flights.

Implementation of Ethical Constraints

The aspect of privacy and data protection in relation to the increasing use of UAVs underlines

one currently widely discussed topic [39,51]. UAVs can be equipped with multiple payloads such as

imaging equipment or transmitters which can easily capture and record data of people, houses or

other objects and thus potentially violate privacy and data protection rights of citizen. Based on the

outcomes of this comparative analysis, these aspects are barely incorporated and reflected in current

UAV regulations. Only 12 cases mention privacy and/or data protection. Here, the majority of cases

“only” advise to respect personal privacy. Furthermore, many cases state that actions might be subject

to other laws and that national and international applicable legislations need to be followed. However,

only five countries directly refer to respective laws. Rwanda particularly incorporates the prohibition

of surveillance activities without people’s consent into their UAV regulations.

Country Context and Pattern

The comparison of variables of all 19 cases reveals a heterogeneous picture. Even though all

countries except for Azerbaijan, Chile, Nigeria and Rwanda are part of JARUS, no coherent concept or

strategy for national UAV regulations can be identified. Particularly striking examples are Japan and

Nigeria, as more than half of the variables were not addressed by their legal frameworks. One would

now suggest that both cases are similar. However, the opposite is the case. Without tangible technical

and human resource requirements, UAV flights in Japan can easily be commenced within given

operational and geographical restrictions. In Nigeria, no general operational limitations or technical

requirements are stated. Nonetheless, each flight needs a special authorization and the pilot requires
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a manned aircraft license which involves a very elaborate procedure and impedes widespread usage

of UAVs. In contrast, France, Italy and Austria acknowledge nearly all variables in their regulations.

In all three cases, the regulations show a certain maturity as different scenarios and a complex

risk-based classification is recognized. Technical and administrative requirements as well as operational

restrictions are formulated according to the risk of the flight operation. All other cases exclude the area

of interest as one classification criterion and mostly refer to special approval procedures if one intends

to fly in usually restricted areas—such as developed and inhabited areas.

Regarding the temporal aspect—date of release or last update—all UAV regulations except those

of Spain and Malaysia were either issued or updated in the last two years (2015 and 2016). All cases

that show updates since the first release tend to involve lower administrative procedures and lower

demands for pilot qualification for risk-less UAV operations within respective limitations. During the

online search and investigations of the authors, different levels of the provision of information about

respective UAV regulations became prevalent. Except for Malaysia, all cases characterized by early

releases before 2012 show active public relations activities, dissemination and awareness campaigns of

respective regulatory frameworks including clear homepages that provide insightful infographics and

online templates for notification forms. Besides this, a few countries like the US and the Netherlands

already embrace different kinds of media and platforms to raise the consciousness of mandatory

pre-flight requirements and operational limitation for UAV flights (e.g., [94–96]).

5. Discussion

The following subsections synthesize the outcomes of the research investigation and aim to predict

possible future trends. Here, the first part sketches identifiable trends that are based on the comparative

analysis of 19 national UAV regulations. In contrast, the second part emphasizes developments in

the broader field of law and technology in regard to legal UAV frameworks: the aim is to position

current and possible future developments in a wider contextual setting. The final subsection highlights

limitations of this research.

5.1. Future Trends and Challenges

The current state of UAV regulatory frameworks constitutes a major focus for many stakeholders

in the domain [97], and the heterogeneity of national UAV regulations shows varying approaches in

response to the demands of various interest groups. However, commonalities are present and recent

changes in some national UAV regulations allow for the prediction of possible future developments

and challenges. For example, civil UAV operations in both controlled and uncontrolled airspace are

largely restricted and this will continue to impede wider utilization, at least in the short term.

The key challenge appears to be to find an optimum balance between the demands of the various

actors; allowing for innovation on the one hand, but at the same time ensuring recognition and support

for safety, fundamental human rights and civil liberties. The future development of civil UAV use will

ultimately involve multiple interest groups and various motivations [98,99]. Government institutions

and regulatory bodies that hold political mandates want to ensure public safety and security, civil

liberties, but also to promote UAV innovation and technology innovation more generally. Stakeholders

in research strive for UAV technical advancement. Hardware and software manufacturers aim to sell

products and are interested in lowering market barriers and opening up new application areas. End

users have their own needs and market interests according to their priorities.

In both national and international contexts, a risk-based approach to regulate the use of UAVs

appears to be the strategy of choice. An initial step towards risk-based assessments and requirements

is acknowledged through weight classifications: it is already evident in the majority of cases. However,

the inclusion of other parameters such as area, purpose, and visibility provides an even more

proportional approach. Following this, an all-embracing framework would ultimately allow the

streamlining of regulations for all kinds of civil UAV operations and to disentangle complicated

requirements for special exemptions and waivers. If a UAV flight can be considered as riskless
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(i.e., lightweight, in uninhabited areas and VLOS), or extremely low risk, no bureaucratic barriers

should impede it simply for the sake of bureaucracy. The more risky the flight operation, the more

requirements are applicable. This is in-line with current national harmonization actions undertaken by

EASA where riskless open and more risky specific categories are defined [70]. France, Italy and Austria

already follow a risk-based approach and in this regard can be considered as pioneering countries.

Grounded in this risk-based approach, detailed safety requirements for various scenarios can

be inbuilt into the regulatory framework [97]. Damage to physical objects or injuries of people

on the ground caused by UAVs are threats to public safety. They may be the result of technical

malfunction or inadequate maintenance of equipment, mid-air collisions, or misuse by its operator.

With regard to the growing UAV market and activity levels, the requests for approvals for flights are

certain to increase. In this context, aviation authorities would presumably prefer to avoid treating

every request as a stand-alone request: the administrative time and expense would overwhelm

bureaucracies and undermine any policies intended to promote technological innovation. Increased

efficiency and capacities to deal with the administrative processes of flight approvals and UAV

platform registration are necessary. In addition to this, general flight permissions for low-risk UAV

operations in uncontrolled airspace, such as in large parts of Australia and Canada, can be seen as

pioneering. However, additional (in the best case, online) notification forms—with details of the

date, time and place of the intended UAV operation—are important in order to allow the safe and

efficient management of respective airspace and to help avoid mid-air UAV collisions. In this regard,

it is evident that countries with a long history of frequently updated UAV regulations show more

maturity than countries that first implemented regulations only in 2015/16. Here, maturity can

be seen as leading to efficient administrative processes, the presence of awareness campaigns and

established procedures to register UAVs and to train UAV pilots. Next to the more obvious causes

of failure of UAV operations, unencrypted signals leave UAVs open to cyber-attacks and hacking.

Here, manufacturers are expected to take action in order to increase the security aspects of their UAV.

Besides others, encrypted signals of the command and control links are possible means to widely

impede unintentional interferences [42].

Besides administrative procedures, accountability addresses another key aspect when it comes

to UAVs and public safety. The responsibility of the operator lasts for the entire flight mission

and thus involves being aware of and adhering to legal regulations from the beginning of the UAV

mission. However, UAV regulations can hardly be found in print, let alone on the homepages of

aviation authorities. This situation was found in some countries in which information services and

consulting initiatives were only present in a few cases. Given the political will to foster the use of

civil UAVs, educational modules, easily accessible information services and awareness campaigns that

simply explain prevailing legal norms need to be developed, promoted, and made readily accessible.

Lessons learned, best practices, but also the awareness of consequences of misuse, can contribute

to reassure the public, thereby creating trust. As well as accountability in general, auditing of the

platform and pilot is necessary in order to investigate what happened in case of an accident and to

hold the responsible person accountable. This can only be achieved if the UAV platform carries unique

identifiers like registration numbers or special ID plates. Although platform registration schemes are

in place in many countries, this requirement is also likely to become mandatory for the remaining

countries. Once the UAV—and consequently also the pilot—can be identified after an incident that

causes injury to people or damage to property, sufficient insurance coverage must be available in order

to compensate for injury or damage. Accordingly, the financial risk of operating UAVs is transferred

from the operator to the insurer. However, insurance companies impose their own conditions relating

to UAV operations and thus can set more requirements than mandated by national legal frameworks.

As liability refers to one main concern, mandates for apportioned insurance coverage and therefore

the influence of insurance companies in regulating UAV operations are expected to grow. Besides the

definitive liability of the use of UAVs, liability for design and construction of UAVs are foreseeable

aspects for future debates as a legal basis still has to be defined. A clear divide of responsibilities
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amongst those involved becomes particularly necessary when the degree of automation of UAV flights

increases [100].

With regard to the growing number of UAV operations, on-board communication devices can

play a vital role for BVLOS—and even beyond radio line-of-sight flights—to avoid mid-air collisions.

Nokia [101] is an example of a firm that is currently developing technology for UAV-based traffic

management. It is conceivable that UAVs in non-segregated airspace need to be equipped with

communication devices that allow for safe operations in relation to other airspace users—both manned

and unmanned aircraft. Central flight coordination services must know where, when and which UAV

is flying at each point in time in order to monitor and safely manage all operations. In this regard,

it is very likely that the law will respond to such technological developments and set requirements

for on-board devices. Accordingly, it seems most likely UAVs that are not equipped with special

communication techniques will only be allowed to fly in segregated airspace, i.e., in UAV test centres

or special zones for private users who wish to use UAVs for recreational purposes.

It is evident that the ability of UAVs to collect information on individuals and private places

may infringe the right to privacy and questions the protection of personal data. Following the outline

of relevant publications [37,45,98,100,102] and supported by the results of this comparative analysis,

the challenge of data protection and the right to privacy is hardly being addressed in any of the

national and international UAV regulations so far. However, a broad scientific discourse has already

been initiated and this topic continues to gain in importance. Although national and international

laws and regulations are mostly in place and implicitly deal with these ethical concerns, two main

problems remain: (1) gaps in the respective laws and regulations governing the use of UAVs [100,102];

and (2) the lack of awareness about the applicability of data protection and privacy rules [37,102].

The characteristics of UAVs—being both low cost in operation and small in size—make it very difficult

to control and track them in order to ensure lawful use and to hinder targeted observations and

surveillance by individuals. Moreover, data collection by UAVs remains invisible in most of the cases

and the data subject is rarely aware of the fact that their data is being collected [46]. Without knowledge

about the operator, purpose of the flight and sensing equipment the UAV is equipped with, individuals

face big challenges to enforce their rights [37]. All possible threats to the right of privacy and the

use of personal data captured by UAVs should be assessed in order to adequately incorporate them

into national privacy and data protection laws. Furthermore, following the outline of [100], distinct

boundaries for UAV operators and strict limitations regarding the ownership and further storage and

dissemination of collected data need to be clearly addressed in respective regulatory frameworks.

In order to reach full compliance with legal demands, awareness-raising actions and communications

between industry, users and the general public need to be stimulated. In addition to this, easily

accessible information platforms and soft law measures that are subject to guides, code of conducts and

impact assessments on privacy are important tools to adequately address challenges to fundamental

rights in regard to the utilization of UAVs. Privacy by design [102,103] might also be a future option and

refers to design-specific technically embedded data protection measures.

Much effort is being devoted by international organizations to formulate common standards

such as prescriptive requirements for UAV operations [1], technical standards for UAVs [65], and pilot

licensing recommendations [67]. However, implementation of and links to national regulatory

frameworks remain limited. Examples include the JARUS standards of light rotorcraft UAVs [104]

or the evolution of VLOS and BVLOS flights as defined in the European roadmap [48]. According to

the latter, VLOS operation over populated areas should by now have already reached the ultimate

goal of successful integration into non-segregated airspace. However, only a few countries envisage

UAV operations in populated areas without exceptional permission. The same applies for BVLOS

flights, which are rarely mentioned in national UAV regulations, but should by now have reached

a certain level of national/international integration [48]. This is mainly attributed to technological

causes, because an equivalent level of collision avoidance capabilities is yet to be developed. However,

the efforts of the EASA in the promotion of common EU rules for UAVs might result in the first
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internationally harmonized UAV regulations in the next 5–10 years. Besides the European context,

international recommendations, such as those from ICAO and JARUS, are expected to gain in relevance

as they play a crucial role to pave the way for the convergence of national regulations towards

international harmonized standards.

5.2. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) in the Broader Context of Law and Technology

Apart from foreseeable future developments of national and international UAV regulations,

“history has shown us that some of the greatest obstacles facing the realisation of a new technology

are not always technical in nature but are often related to its integration into society” [99].

Clothier et al. [99] reviewed the developments of the regulations of early automobiles in the UK and

present insights about the risk management of new technologies in general. In this context, resentments,

conspicuous drawbacks, limited public knowledge about the technology and threatened industrial

competitors paved the way for the very precautionary formal regulations of automobiles in the UK

(cf. “Red Flag Law” 1865 [99]). For 30 years, this law blocked further technological developments in

the UK, leaving other countries to benefit from pioneering. Only in 1930 was a comprehensive law

including regulations on construction, weight, driver licensing, insurance obligations, and penalties

defined. Although some differences exist, Clothier et al. [99] show clear parallels with current UAV

regulations which allow for hypotheses about future regulatory developments in a broader context.

Existing proscriptive and prescriptive legal frameworks for UAVs are expected to change in the

future. However, due to the on-going emergence of new UAV technology, slowly adapting existing

UAV regulations are of limited suitability in keeping the link to current developments [53]. The main

problems concern the constant need to address new potential harms, risks and negative impacts [105].

Therefore, soft laws as alternative means of rulemaking may also play a critical role in order to

adequately address the gaps left by formal regulation. Here, distinguishing between co-regulation,

industry self-regulation and organisational self-regulation—which result from the varying influences

of the state, industry associations, corporations and other stakeholders—is useful [50]. In the context

of a review, Clarke and Bennett Moses [50] found only a small number of initiatives in all three areas.

However, with regard to the growing UAV industry and the resulting competition, it is expected that

efforts towards industrial co-regulations will gain importance. It is likely that key players will play

an important role in establishing internationally recognized standards in order to increase entry barriers

against new market competitors. Industrial design standards for UAV components or standardized

communication devices that prevent mid-air collisions are conceivable examples. Besides the influence

of industrial manufacturers, professional users are expected to play another key role in regulating the

use of UAVs. Their involvement will probably contribute to the decision as to whether UAVs are going

to be a tool for everyone or just for professionals. According to the market interests of professional

UAV users, their vote is likely to be for the benefit of already established UAV professionals and

conventional image suppliers who extended their business by taking stakes in UAV companies.

As already discussed earlier, public acceptance is one cornerstone for the integration of UAVs

into society. Here, public awareness and familiarity with the UAV technology but also evident societal

benefits will probably push acceptability. Current media coverage is mostly very polarized which

consequently shapes citizens’ sentiments towards both extremes: positive and negative. However,

existing resentments can be neutralized by educational processes, awareness campaigns and through

easily accessible and authoritative information. Furthermore, it is important to highlight the nature of

public acceptance: this mainly refers to acceptance of the associated risks rather than to acceptance to

the technology itself [100]. Within a study on UAV credibility with the public, pointed out that the

public shows a tendency to “overestimate small risks and to underestimate large risks” [100]. Thus,

information about best practices and the awareness of potential benefits to the society will increase

existing knowledge about UAV technology and help developing objective opinions about associated

risks: “[This] will be influential in shaping public perceptions, and ultimately, acceptance of [UAV]

technologies” [106].
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In essence, besides using law as a tool to manage risk, Ison, R. et al. [107] identified market

mechanisms and information provision to be further ways of controlling to control behaviour.

Although that particular framework was published in the context of the sustainable management

and use of water, parallels to the question of how to regulate UAVs can be drawn. Past, present and

future trends, as outlined in the results and discussion section can be linked with developments in

the law, the market, or information (Figure 6). Currently, legal frameworks are the driving force that

regulate the use of UAVs. However, due to the growing UAV market, it is highly likely that the market

mechanism will soon gain most importance. Furthermore, information and education as enabling tools

for public acceptance and a wide integration of UAVs into society are expected to receive increasing

attention. However, without the basic requirement of political will, changes are unlikely to happen.

Although UAV regulations are in place in about one-third (65) of all countries, gaps and lack of capacity

can be seen when it comes to both enforcement and implementation.

Figure 6. Consolidated overview of past, present and future developments distinguished according to

main regulatory mechanism law, market and information.

5.3. Limitations of This Research

In terms of the extent of this research, the number of variables was limited to the insights

that could be gained by reviewing national regulatory frameworks that deal with UAVs. However,

additional criteria, such as political will, establishment of dedicated institutional units, rulemaking

parties, and social acceptance, could also be valuable sources of information, but would demand other

research methods that were not within the scope of this article. Although enacted UAV regulations are

expressed in the form of tangible documents, they do not allow insights “behind the scenes” such as

political backgrounds, law enforcement, human capacities and processes. Thus, the presence of UAV

regulations does not necessarily mean that UAV operations will be straightforward.
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6. Conclusions

This research investigation is the first to provide a holistic global overview of the current status of

unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) regulations. It further delivers insights into the past, present and future

development of legal frameworks that regulate the use of UAVs. Based on a research synthesis that

includes a thorough literature review and comparative analysis of 19 national regulatory frameworks,

similarities and contrasting elements in various national UAV regulations and their implications for

data acquisition activities are explored. In essence, regulations target the management of risks and

minimization of perceived harms. Within the context of UAVs, the main harms are malfunction,

mid-air collisions and consequent damages to people and property on the ground. To address these

harms, it is found that UAV regulations focus upon three key aspects: (1) targeting the regulated

use of airspace by UAVs; (2) imposing operational limitations; and (3) tackling the administrative

procedures of flight permissions, pilot licenses and data collection authorization. Since the early

2000s, countries have gradually established national legal frameworks for UAVs. Although all UAV

regulations aim at one common goal—minimizing the risks for other airspace users and for both

people and property on the ground—a distinct heterogeneity of national regulations exists. However,

commonalities such as mandatory platform registration, obligatory insurance coverage and standard

pilot licensing procedures indicate trends towards mature national UAV regulation. Desirable trends

are seen in the coexistence of hard and soft regulations, and in the successful international dialogue

which will eventually provide a legal framework for harmonized regulatory standards. Besides the

strong presence of law, market forces such as industry design standards and reliable information are

public goods that are expected to shape future developments.

One direction for further research is related to the implementation of UAV regulations. Although

this review article focuses mainly on the content of respective regulatory frameworks, it can only

provide limited statements regarding internal administrative processes, local capacities and subsequent

implications for the dissemination of UAV technology. Another direction for further research entails

a detailed investigation of the impact of the release of UAV regulations on realized UAV flights and

economic developments in UAV businesses.
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